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ABSTRACT
Use of simulation technique is becoming more popular in managing design process. However, developing a simulation model
can be very tedious and knowledge demanding, and a simulation model developed for one project cannot readily be used for
others due to the unique nature of design project. This paper develops a generalized simulation model for the design process
which is capable of generating simulation network automatically for any design project based on dependency relationships as
represented by DSM. Concept of estimability and rework of design activities has been utilized in reducing the overall design
completion time. Simulation can be run for the generated network to get a probabilistic design schedule. The proposed concept of autogeneration of simulation network has been studied with a case study. It is very efficient in generating the simulation network for any design process and saves the tedious job of simulation model development.
1

INTRODUCTION

Simulation technique has been found to be effective in scheduling design process and gives a prior confidence before implementing it. Simulation deals more efficiently with the stochastic and random nature of activity durations and provides more
versatile analytical capabilities (Lee and Arditi 2006). However, field application of simulation for the design project in construction industry is limited. As stated in Chua and Li (2002) and Kim and Gibson (2003), developing a simulation model is
complex and considerable amount of time and cost are involved. Moreover, design projects are unique in nature and not repetitive because they are multi-disciplinary; various activities, parties, and resources are involved in a single project; and their
dependencies are also different. So, simulation model developed for one project cannot be readily applied to other project.
Some general purpose simulation techniques and languages are also available in the field of AEC from last few decades
such as CYCLONE (Halpin 1976), UM-CYCLONE (Ioannou 1990), CIPROS (Odeh 1992), COOPS (Liu and Ioannou 1992)
STROBOSCOPE (Martinez 1996) and so on. However, scheduling design processes using the aforementioned simulation
languages is highly complex and tedious. Expert knowledge on simulation technique is needed for developing simulation
model. In an attempt to simplify the simulation modeling procedure, RISim (Chua and Li 2001, 2002) presents a resourceinteracted simulation modeling method. In RISim, a construction project is conceived as a collection of resources involved
and their interaction; and resources may have their own process within themselves. However, this model is not generalized
and restricted to construction operations modeling. Ioannou and Martinez (1996) describe about scalable simulation models
which can facilitate auto code generation of network for repetitive construction operations; for example, modeling a vertical
transportation of construction labor in a high-rise building construction. Queuing behavior for labors waiting to go up or
down are similar for each floor though the number of labor may be different. So, in this case, autogeneration is done for
same nodes and links for each floor. Nevertheless, due to unique nature of design project in terms of different attributes of
design activities and diverse dependencies between these activities, traditional practice is to develop a simulation model for
each project which is expensive and time consuming.
Autogeneration of simulation network would be worthwhile in saving time and cost for a project. This paper describes a
model which is able to automatically generate simulation network for scheduling the design process based on design structure
matrix (DSM). The model incorporates the concept of utilizing early estimated information while accounting for rework
which is typical of the industry. Autogeneration will save the tedious job of developing simulation network and is useful for
those who have little knowledge in simulation techniques. Effectiveness of the model has been elaborated with a case study.
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2

CONCEPT OF ESTIMABILITY AND REWORK IN DESIGN PROCESS

Design activities are listed in rows and columns sequentially in the same order in DSM (see Table 1) to represent the dependencies between activities (Steward 1981, Austin et al. 2000). In the DSM, each ‘1’ indicates that corresponding row activity
is dependent on the activity above it and ‘0’ indicates that there is no such relationship. Although, DSM can produce an appropriate order of design activities to account for information dependency and minimize feedback loops, traditionally design
schedule strictly follows this order by waiting for confirmed parameters from preceding activities and lengthen design completion time. This scenario is depicted in Figure 1(a) which shows the traditional finish-start dependency. In contrast, if parameter/information from A1 is estimable then A2 can start earlier instead of waiting for the full analysis of A1 as depicted in
Figure 1(b). Similarly, A3 can start earlier if both A1 and A2 are estimable and so on. But the later is accompanied by the
possibility of rework in downstream activities if values of the parameters deviate from the assumed design range when the
parameters are eventually finalized. In general, the parameters utilized in the full analysis are in a combination of states (estimated, full analysis, or confirmed) depending on the status of the predecessor activities. Chua and Hossain (2008) showed
how using early estimated parameter/information can reduce overall design completion accounting the time required for rework.
Table 1: Activity dependency with DSM
Activity
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0

2
0
0
1
0
1
0
1

3
0
0
0
1
0
1
0

4
0
0
0
0
1
1
0

5
0
0
0
1
0
0
1

6
0
0
0
1
0
0
1

7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

A1
A2

(a)

A3
Est

A1
Est

A2
Est

A3

(b)
Figure 1: (a) Traditional finish-start dependency, (b) Early information sharing with estimation
Figure 2 depicts the simulation model (developed with STROBOSCOPE) incorporating the concept of early estimation
and rework. As can be seen from Table 1, activity A3 is dependent on parameter from A1 and A2 and it transmits parameter
to activity A4 and A6. The Figure shows design process only for A3 with the relevant dependencies, which is only a part of
the whole design process. Full analysis of A3 (shaded Combi) requires parameters from A1 and A2 and can be drawn through
the Queues ‘DataReadyA1ToA3’ and ‘DataReadyA2ToA3’ respectively. Required parameter from A1 can be obtained from
one of two ways: the full analysis via Combi ‘FullAnalysisA1’ or early estimation via ‘EstimateA1’. On the other hand, parameter from A2 can come from three sources: early estimation through ‘EstimateA2’, full analysis through ‘FullAnalysisA2’
and confirmed value after checking for rework. The check is necessary because activity A2 itself depends on A1 which could
have been estimated when the analysis was performed.
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Figure 2: Simulation model with the concept of estimability and rework
As depicted in the Figure, since activity A1 and A2 are the predecessors of A3, relevant queues ‘DataReadyA1ToA3’ and
‘DataReadyA2ToA3’ are joined with the Combi ‘FullAnalysisA3’ to transmit parameter to A3. Table 1 shows that activity A1
is the predecessor for A2 and A4 as well. So, similar Queues ‘DataReadyA1ToA2’ and ‘DataReadyA1ToA4’ should be created
to transmit parameter to those activities. The same is true for other dependent nodes such as ‘ConfirmedInfoA2ToA3’. Taking
into account these issues, design process for other activities can be modeled with appropriate dependencies. It is inevitable
that developing the simulation network for the whole design process will be very tedious and will be very complicated with
the increasing number of design activities and dependencies which is typical in most deign projects. Several thousand of
lines of coding will be needed to define the simulation network. The following section describes how a simulation network
can be generalized for various activities and the whole simulation network can be generated automatically based on DSM.
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3

GENERALIZED SIMULATION NETWORK FOR DESIGN PROCESS

To autogenerate simulation network for any design project, a generalized approach should be adopted. Figure 3 describes the
flow chart of generalized approach to generate simulation network for the design process. Firstly, design activities are put
into a DSM with dependency relationships. Based on dependency relationships, activities can be categorized into three types
and will be elaborated later in this section. After that, generalized internal process for each type of design activities are defined based on how information is transmitted to its successor, though each activity has its own way of analysis. Lastly,
based on DSM, specific network is generated using the internal design process.
Design
Dependency
(DSM)

Categorize
design activities
Define generalized
design process for each
type of activities
Auto code
generation
Specific
network based
on DSM

Figure 3: Generalized approach to autogenerate the simulation network
Following the generalized approach, Figure 4 depicts the generalized simulation network for design process. Firstly,
based on dependency relationships as represented by DSM, some activities are independent to start its full analysis depicting
that this type of activities does not have any predecessor(s) but usually have successor(s). Design process of this type of activities is presented with subscript ‘i’ in the Figure (left portion, outside the dashed box). Since i-type activities are independent, design process finishes with full analysis (depicted by the shaded Combi ‘FullAnalysisAin’) and check for rework is unnecessary. The notation Ain describes that it is an ‘i’ type activity and ‘n’ stands for the unique activity ID or activity
number. While, this type of activities has successor and it is checked whether the activity is estimable or not through the
Queue ‘IsAin_Estimable?’. If the activity is estimable then estimation is done and preliminary parameter is transmitted to its
successors for greater concurrency. Otherwise, it does its full analysis and transmits confirmed parameter.
Secondly, most of the design activities have both predecessors and successors. Design process for this type of activities
is represented by subscript ‘j’, as depicted by two dashed boxes in the Figure. The upper dashed box depicts full analysis and
the lower dashed box shows the rework process. Full analysis of j-type activity is similar to the design process for i-type activity except the Combi ‘FullAnalysisAjn’ is constrained by the predecessor parameter through the Queue ‘DataReadyAixToAjy’ (here ‘x’ is the predecessor of ‘y’). The rework process for an activity starts only when it receives confirmed parameters from all its predecessors.
Finally, there are some activities which are the end activities. These activities have predecessor(s) but no successor and
denoted by subscript ‘k’. Design process for k-type activities is depicted by the right portion of the Figure which is similar to
j-type activity except estimation part. Since these are the end activities, estimation is unnecessary to early release its parameter. Design process finishes with checking for rework. The following section elaborates how specific network can be generated automatically using the generalized network.
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Figure 4: Generalized simulation network
4

AUTOGENERATION OF THE SIMULATION NETWORK

Abovementioned generalized network depicts the design processes for each type of activities with associated nodes and links.
Among these nodes, some are common to all activities (such as the Combi nodes ‘InitiateA’ and ‘FullAnalysisA’); some are
specific to different type of activities (for instance, Fork node ‘IsA_Estimable?’ is belongs to ‘i’ and ‘j’ type activities); and
some are based on predecessor and successor relationships (such as Queue node ‘DataReadyAxToAy’ if there is a dependency
between activity Ax to Ay). All the different types of nodes along with the links for the generalized network have been de-
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fined once with subscript x and y. To develop the network automatically, replications of nodes and links as needed for each
type of activities as well as dependent Queues, have been done using ‘IF’ and ‘WHILE’ loop. The ‘IF’ blocks check for logical relationships where as the ‘WHILE’ blocks do a thorough search form the first activity to the last activity. Figure 5
shows two such examples of replication. In the first instance, following the DSM as depicted in Table 1, the coding in Figure
5(a) will generate six Forks: ‘IsA1_Estimable?’ through ‘IsA6_Estimable?’ and not ‘IsA7_Estimable?’ since estimability is
checked for ‘i’ and ‘j’ type of activities only in order to facilitate early information sharing and not for ‘k’ type activities as
A7.

a)

b)
Figure 5: Autogeneration of the Fork ‘IsAx_Estimable?’ and the Queue ‘DataReadyAxToAy’

Similarly, Figure 5(b) will generate Queues ‘DataReadyAxToAy’ for the entire design project, whenever there is a dependency between activity Ax and Ay. For example, activity A3 is dependent on A1 and A2; consequently, two Queues ‘DataReadyA1ToA3’ and ‘DataReadyA2ToA3’ will be generated to transmit parameter in the full analysis of A3 and so on.
In the similar manner, with the DSM as input, full network can be generated automatically for the entire project. Moreover, different attributes of the design activities such as duration for each activity, estimability, time to do estimation, time to
do rework, and so on, are set with different arrays. These attributes are hooked with the generated network to run the simulation. Following section illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed model with a case study.
5

CASE STUDY

Effectiveness of the proposed model has been studied with a project in the oil and gas industry in Singapore. It is a design
and build contract and the design master plan comprises 83 design activities with multi-disciplinary dependencies such as:
process study, civil and structural, equipment, piping, instrumentation and electrical. The company is expected to finish the
design phase by 12 months. With the traditional finish-start dependencies, the design project requires 432 working days to
complete which far exceed the expected duration and this is typical of all design projects.
Chua and Hossain (2008) showed utilizing early estimated parameter can reduce overall design completion accounting
the time required for rework. From the nature of the activities and based on inputs from Engineers, 40 activities (out of 83)
are deemed to be estimable so that estimation can be done to obtain preliminary parameters’ value. Time to do estimate is
assumed to be 40% of the duration of the full analysis with a coefficient of variation of 20%. To measure the effect of rework, it has been assumed that whenever an activity requires rework, time to do that is 20% of its original full analysis; however, any other duration can be assigned depending on the characteristics of the activity. To schedule the design project with
these 40 estimable activities, a simulation network has to be developed with all the attributes of the design activities. Developing the simulation network as depicted in Figure 2 for the entire design project is very tedious and knowledge demanding.
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To develop the specific network, the dependency relationships as provided by the Engineers in the project, are represented
into a DSM. Defining the network in generalized way as described by Figure 4 and with the DSM as input, it is found to be
effective to automatically generate the whole network.
With the abovementioned inputs, simulation is run for the generated network for one thousand (1,000) times. The mean
completion of the design project has been found to be 303 working days with a standard deviation of 23.6, though it requires
80 mandays of rework. If the estimated parameters are assumed to be accurate so that rework is unnecessary, design completion reduced to 300 days. So, 80 mandays of rework is lengthening the project duration only by three (3) days, since most of
the reworks can be done parallel along with other design activities. The simulation model also provides a probabilistic schedule with average start and end dates of all the events with their standard deviations.
The simulation network has been studied in further details to better elaborate the usefulness of the concept of autogeneration. As noticed earlier, the design project requires 432 working days with traditional finish-start relationships where no early information is incorporated. The simulation yields the same result if estimability for all activities is set as ‘0’ in the generalized network. In this case, no activity is utilizing early estimated information and waiting for full analysis so that rework
is unnecessary. This scenario gives the traditional finish-start schedule. While, if all the activities are assumed to be estimable, then simulation result depicts that the project requires a mean of 190 working days with a total 146 mandays of rework.
Similarly, other attributes of the design activity can be changed based on the characteristics of the activity. So, the network
can be generated automatically based on the dependency relationships (DSM) and with design attributes without redrawing
the simulation network for each design project. After that, simulation can be run to study the project behavior easily.
6

CONCLUSION

This study proposes a technique to generate simulation network automatically for any design process based on the DSM. The
generated simulation network is integrated with the given attributes (estimability, time to do estimation, time to do full analysis and so on) of design activities in order to study the project behavior. Simulation can be run for the generated network to
get a probabilistic schedule with reduced duration. Concept of estimability and rework has been utilized in an attempt to reduce the overall project completion time. The case study presented from a real life project describes the effectiveness of the
model. Simulation can be run for any design project by changing the input arrays. This will save the tedious job of developing simulation model for individual project and is also useful for those who have relatively little knowledge on simulation
technique.
The current study has not considered the resource constraint in scheduling the design process. Any resources such as design specialists or other physical resources for which design activities are delayed can easily be incorporated with the current
model. All the resources and manpower can be stored in different pools (Queues) and can be used through different links for
different activities. Queues and links can be defined in generalized way and can be used for autogeneration for different resources needed by different activities. After that, optimum amount of resources and their efficiencies can be measured
through simulation.
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